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Automatic Dating of Historical Documents
Vincent Christlein, Martin Gropp, Andreas Maier
Abstract
With the growing number of digitized documents available to researchers it is becom-
ing possible to answer scientific questions by simply analyzing the image content.
In this article, a new approach for the automatic dating of historical documents is
proposed. It is based on an approach only recently proposed for scribe identification.
It uses local RootSIFT descriptors which are encoded using VLAD. The method is
evaluated using a dataset consisting of context areas of medieval papal charters
covering around 150 years from 1049 to 1198 AD. Experimental results show very
promising mean absolute errors of about 17 years.
Zusammenfassung
Mit der steigenden Zahl der für Forscher zugänglichen digitalisierten Dokumente
wird es möglich, wissenschaftliche Fragestellungen durch die einfache Analyse der
Bilddaten zu beantworten. In diesem Beitrag wird ein neues Vorgehen für die auto-
matische Datierung historischer Dokumente vorgestellt. Es basiert auf einem Ansatz,
der erst vor kurzem für die Schreiberidentifikation entwickelt wurde und nutzt lokale
RootSIFT-Deskriptoren, die mit VLAD codiert werden. Die Methode wird mit einem
Datensatz evaluiert, der aus den Textbereichen mittelalterlicher Papsturkunden aus
rund 150 Jahren (1049-1198) besteht. Experimentelle Ergebnisse zeigen eine sehr
vielversprechende mittlere Fehlerrate von rund 17 Jahren.
1 Introduction
Dating historical documents can be a time-consuming and expensive process which
typically requires the consultation of experts of history and/or paleography. While
the chemical analysis of the paper through radiocarbon dating often yields reasonable
accuracy, at least for the time of production of the writing medium, non-invasive
methods are often preferable for a variety of reasons.
These approaches can be divided into two groups: content-based methods and
image-based methods. Content-based methods relate to procedures which derive
the date of production from information in the text. Either directly, e. g., an event
directly referred to in the text can be related to a known date. Or indirectly, through
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a linguistic analysis of the text, see for example the work of Feuerverger et al. (2008),
who dated manuscripts from the 11th to the 15th century. This is possible if enough
dated reference material exists.
This is also a prerequisite for image-based methods. In contrast to content-based
methods, however, the text does not need to be transcribed first. For several manu-
scripts, a rough date can be estimated (manually or automatically) based on the layout
of the document or the symbols/images it contains. In papal charters, for example,
there typically is a rota symbol containing the name of the pontificate. Moreover,
the handwriting can give a clue to the date since different handwriting styles were
used in different periods of time . By extracting these information, a semi or fully
automatic program can assist a paleographer in dating handwritten documents. It is
also to be noted that large-scale dating, i. e., the dating of hundreds of manuscripts
or more, might be too time-consuming for an individual. Here, automated methods
suggesting a probable date might be useful for initial estimates or may also point
out interesting documents to the researcher. For example, outliers in a large corpus
of documents might just relate to an interesting handwriting — or the style could
actually point towards a later date than the content, indicating a potential document
forgery.
Wahlberg et al. (2016) showed that content- and image-based methods can also be
combined for an improved automatic dating.
Automatic dating may also help to improve OCR quality as specialized classifiers
can be trained for specific date ranges when they are known. Li et al. (2015) have
shown great improvements in OCR when estimating the date of printed manuscripts
in advance.
Algorithmically, the dating of handwritten text is closely related to the problem
of (automatic) writer identification.1 But while there are fixed classes of writers in
the case of writer identification, image-based dating is typically seen as having a
regression problem, i. e., we determine continuous targets (the dates) instead of fixed
classes (the writers).
In this paper, we propose a newmethod for automatic dating. The individual parts of
the approach have already been used successfully for writer identification (Christlein
et al. 2014; Christlein et al. 2015). These publications draw on clean benchmark
datasets, while this work relies on experiments with historical documents. Historical
documents are typically digitized in high definition. Thus, we evaluate different
strategies to lower the computational burden. Moreover, historical documents often
contain large deficiencies such as holes or stains. We evaluate different strategies for
feature sampling and study their effects on dating accuracy. An example image can
be seen in figure 1.
1 Note: “writer” and “scribe” are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
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Figure 1: Image excerpt of a papal charter. Jaffé / Loewenfeld no. 4671; pontificate: Alexander II; date:
January 28, 1070; image courtesy of the Göttingen Academy of Sciences and Humanities.
This paper is organized as follows: after the related work is presented in section 2,
our proposed method is explained in section 3. Section 4 covers the evaluation of our
experiments and results. The paper is concluded in section 5.
2 Related work
Dating of historical manuscripts
Automatic image-based dating of historical manuscripts is a relatively new discipline
with virtually no visible research until only a few years ago, which was probably owed
to the lack of sufficiently large digitized collections of suitable documents. In 2014,
He et al. presented a new dataset and used Hinge and Fraglets features in a nested
SVR approach to predict the year of a document’s creation. In the following year,
Wahlberg et al. (2015) proposed a method focused in particular on low-quality images,
based on shape context and Stroke Width Transformation. Recently, He et al. (2016a)
added a new unsupervised attribute learning step and finally treated document dating
as a classification problem, an approach they continue in their later work (He et al.
2016b) with local contour fragments and stroke fragments features. While Wahlberg
et al. advance to place special emphasis on incorporating language information in
their 2016 paper, requiring manual transcriptions that are not easily available in many
cases, they also continue to improve their solely image-based method.
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Handwriting classification
The problem of dating handwritten text is methodically similar to text style recogni-
tion or writer identification. Writer identification can be categorized into two groups:
textural methods and allograph-based methods. In textural based methods, compre-
hensive statistic information are computed from the handwriting, e. g., the width of
the ink stroke. A prominent example describes the handwriting by means of local bin-
ary patterns (Nicolaou et al. 2015). In comparison, allograph-based methods rely on a
background model computed from local descriptors of a training set. This background
model is then used to encode the local descriptors, i. e., to compute statistics from
them. The most closely related publications belong to the latter group (Christlein et
al. 2014; 2015a; 2015b). In our earliest work (Christlein et al. 2014), we used RootSIFT
descriptors as local descriptors in combination with GMM supervectors for encoding.
A variant of the GMM supervectors was also used in our most recent work (Christlein
et al. 2015b), where they are employed to encode CNN activation features. In contrast,
vectors of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) are used to encode Zernike moments
which were evaluated densely at the script contour in our other work (Christlein et
al. 2015a). This approach won the ICDAR 2015 competition on multi-script writer
identification (Djeddi et al. 2015).
3 Methodology
Since the contour extraction involves more steps in historical documents than for clean
benchmark data, we employ sparsely sampled RootSIFT descriptors (Arandjelović
and Zisserman 2012) for our baseline method. For the aggregation of these local
descriptors, we use multiple VLAD encodings (Jégou and Chum 2012; Jégou et al.
2012). The global descriptors of the training set are used to train a classifier for the
date prediction.
The full workflow consists of three main steps: 1) local feature extraction, where
we employ RootSIFT descriptors, 2) the aggregation of the local feature descriptors in
the encoding step, 3) estimation of the date by means of linear regression.
3.1 Feature extraction
We make use of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe 2004). SIFT
descriptors encode the orientations of gradients in the neighborhood of scale and
rotation invariant positions (keypoints) in the image. Note that we set the keypoint-
angles to zero, since rotation-invariance is not necessary for the classification of
handwriting (Fiel and Sablatnig 2013). Each SIFT descriptor is normalized using the
Hellinger kernel (Arandjelović and Zisserman 2012), i. e., the square root is applied
to each element, hence the name RootSIFT. This normalization reduces the effect of
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dominating values in the SIFT descriptor and has been shown to be very beneficial
for writer identification (Christlein et al. 2014).
3.2 Encoding
The formation of a global descriptor is accomplished by the use of VLAD (Jégou et
al. 2012). First, a dictionary 𝐶 is computed from local descriptors using 𝑘-means. It
consists of 𝐾 cluster centers 𝜇
𝑘
∈ ℝ𝐷, 𝑘 ∈ {1,… ,𝐾}. For each cluster, all residuals
between the cluster center and its nearest local descriptors are aggregated. Formally,
given 𝑇 as local descriptors xt ∈ ℝ
𝐷, 𝑡 ∈ {1,… , 𝑇 } of a single image:
v𝑘 = ∑
x𝑡∶ NN(x𝑡)=𝜇𝑘
(x𝑡 − 𝜇𝑘) , (1)
where NN(x) denotes the nearest neighbor of x. Then, the full 𝐾 × 𝐷 dimensional
global descriptor follows by concatenation:
v = (v⊤1 ,… , v
⊤
𝐾)
⊤ . (2)
Jégou and Chum (2012) showed that it is beneficial to use more than one dictionary
resulting in multiple global descriptors. These are jointly decorrelated and dimension-
ality is reduced by means of PCA whitening. This has also been shown to improve
the results for writer identification (Christlein et al. 2015a).
3.3 Date regression
To estimate the date the decorrelated VLAD vector v is used in a linear Support Vector
Regression (SVR). The best hyper-parameters for the SVR are selected in an inner
5-fold cross-validation.
4 Evaluation
In this section, we introduce the dataset and error metrics that we use for evaluation.
For the evaluation, we conduct several experiments using different preprocessing and
sampling techniques for the feature extraction.
4.1 Dataset
The dataset used for evaluating the date estimation consists of 697 digitized medieval
papal charters with known date. The documents come from three different archives.
The majority (580) were provided by the Göttingen Academy of Sciences and Hu-
manities (papsturkunden.de), 67 charters are provided by the Collaborative Archive
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Figure 2: Distribution of documents in the dataset over the years.
Monasterium.net (Mom), and 50 stem from the Lichtbildarchiv älterer Originalurkun-
den - Philipps Universität Marburg (LBA). Most digitized images are retro-digitizations,
i. e., digitizations from analog photos. Thus, the resolution and size of the documents
vary greatly. Many documents also contain characteristics such as folds, stains, and
rips, cf. figure 1. Also note that documents from the LBA contain a watermark which
might have a small effect on the test accuracy (although the test set only contains two
LBA-charters). The charters consist of one single document image. As a consequence,
our experiments are inherently document-independent. We cannot guarantee an
evaluation independent of the writer because the scribal hand is not known for the
majority of the corpus. For in the time between 753 and 1197 AD, around 25 000 papal
charters are handed down, about 20 000 of which are dated to the 12th century (see
Hiestand 1999, 4), the chance of finding the same scribal hand in two different charters
is presumably quite low. The dates of the charters of our dataset range between 1047
and 1196 AD. The year-sample distribution is depicted in figure 2.
We do not use the complete charters, but only the main context area, see figure 1
for an example. This way, it is guaranteed that graphical symbols (rota, benevalete,
etc.) do not influence the results, and only the handwriting style is used for the date
estimation. The main context areas were annotated during the project Script and Signs.
A computer-based analysis of high medieval papal charters. A key to Europe’s cultural
history (PuhMa). We randomly split the dataset in roughly independent training (630
documents) and test (69 documents) sets.
4.2 Error metrics
Weevaluate the predicted years of writing according to several errormetrics. TheMean
Absolute Error score (MAE) provides a simple indication of the average performance
of the estimator:
MAE =
1
𝑁
𝑁
∑
𝑖=1
|
|𝑦𝑖 − ̂𝑦𝑖
|
| , (3)
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Variant MAE RMSE
Baseline 20.62 25.09
Baseline w.o. extr. kpts 20.81 25.21
Table 1: Evaluating the influence of extremely sized keypoints. The first row shows the results for the
baseline, while the second row shows the results for the baseline method without extremely sized
keypoints.
where 𝑁 is the number of test documents, and 𝑦𝑖 and ̂𝑦𝑖 are the true and estimated
years for document 𝑖, respectively.
In order to gain some more insight into the behavior regarding outliers, we consider
another metric, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), which puts more emphasis on
outliers than MAE:
RMSE =
√
1
𝑁
𝑁
∑
𝑖=1
(𝑦𝑖 − ̂𝑦𝑖)
2
. (4)
Finally, the Cumulative Score (CS) (Geng et al. 2007) is a useful metric in cases where
there is no or little value in a perfectly exact prediction. Instead, it assumes an
acceptable error 𝛼 (here given in years) and gives the percentage of the predictions
that fall within this margin of error:
CS𝛼 =
𝑁𝑒≤𝛼
𝑁
⋅ 100% . (5)
4.3 Experiments
We evaluate different aspects regarding the size and sampling strategies for the
RootSIFT descriptors. First, we try to limit the number of descriptors, next we
experiment with reducing the image size. Finally, we evaluate the impact of different
sampling strategies.
The baseline in our experiments denotes the pipeline as explained in section 3.
Table 1 shows that the baseline approach gives an MAE of about 20 years and an
RMSE of 25 years. According to the literature (see section 2), this is comparable to
the state of the art in image-based dating. It follows that the transfer from a writer
identification method to a date estimation method was successful.
Reducing the number of descriptors
In a first experiment, we removed keypoints varying more than twice the standard-
deviation from themean keypoint size. This way, non-standard keypoints are removed.
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Variant MAE RMSE
Baseline (unscaled) 20.62 25.09
Scale 2048 21.97 26.53
Scale 1024 40.67 47.28
Center-crop 2048 23.52 28.65
Center-crop 1024 32.56 38.84
Table 2: Comparison of the unscaled baseline results with scaled, or cropped versions of the image.
More formally, a keypoint 𝑘 is removed when:
𝑠(𝑘) ≷ 𝜇 ± 2 ⋅ 𝜎 , (6)
where 𝑠(𝑘) is the size of the keypoint 𝑘, and 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and standard
deviation of all keypoint sizes in the image respectively. See for example figure 3b,
where the orange keypoints denote the extreme keypoints, i. e., those omitted for this
experiment. Interestingly, table 1 shows that this step is not advisable in comparison
to the baseline raised by the RMSE and MAE. It seems that larger keypoints, which
result in descriptors covering a larger image portion, are beneficial. Thus, we do not
remove extremely sized keypoints in the following experiments.
Influence of image scaling
Next, we evaluate the impact of image scaling. Since the images are quite large (in
average 2603 × 2021 pixels), this would decrease the computational load. Thus, we
scale down the images in such a way that the larger dimension consists of 2048 (1024)
pixels by retaining the aspect ratio of the image. In two subsequent experiments, we
take the center-crop of 2048 × 2048 pixels (1024 × 1024). If one image dimension is
smaller we take this dimension, i. e.,min(2048,width)×min(2048, height), proceeding
similarly for center-crops with 1024 pixels in each dimension.
Table 2 shows that any scaling harms the date estimation. However, results for
the unscaled baseline are only slightly better than a moderate scaling of 2048 pixels.
A scaling to 1024 pixels worsens the results drastically. A possible reason might
be the lower number of detected keypoints, and, thus, extracted descriptors in the
image. Using the center-crop of 2048 pixels is slightly worse than rescaling to 2048
pixels. Interestingly, the center-crop of 1024 pixels is much better than its scaling
counterpart.
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Figure 3: a) excerpt of figure 1; b) SIFT keypoints (orange: keypoints with extreme size), for the baseline
results all keypoints are taken; c) contour sampling; d) masked SIFT keypoints.
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Figure 4: Top: Cumulative absolute error distributions of the different sampling strategies. Bottom: Histo-
gram (with 25 bins) of errors using the PHOW method.
Influence of feature sampling
As a last experiment we evaluated different sampling strategies, i. e., we compare dif-
ferent positions (keypoints) at which feature descriptors are computed. The baseline
uses the original SIFT keypoint detection proposed by Lowe (2004), see for example
figure 3b. At these keypoints, the RootSIFT descriptors are extracted. We compare it
with three different variants:
1.) We compute the keypoints as before but use only those which are close to the
handwriting script (denoted as Masked RootSIFT). Therefore, we compute a mask
which mainly consists of handwriting. To segment the handwriting in background
and text, we apply the binarization technique proposed by Su et al. (2010). Re-
maining noise is reduced by removing connected components thare are too small
(less than 20 points) or too large (larger than 3000 points). The mask is dilated by a
5 × 5 circular shape to allow keypoints at the border of the handwriting. Figure 3d
shows an example of masked keypoints.
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Variant MAE RMSE CS25
Baseline 20.62 25.09 67.61
Masked RootSIFT 21.45 27.19 69.01
Contour RootSIFT 17.17 23.01 73.24
PHOW 16.95 21.04 78.87
Table 3: Evaluation of different sampling strategies.
2.) We use the points situated at the contour of the handwriting (denoted as Contour
RootSIFT). Therefore, we use the same strategy as before without the dilation step,
see for example figure 3c for the extracted contour. At each contour point we
evaluate the RootSIFT descriptor.
3.) Finally, a fast and dense variant of SIFT, known as Pyramid Histogram of Visual
Words (PHOW) (Bosch et al. 2007) is computed. We extract the PHOW descriptor
from the slightly downscaled version where the larger image dimension was
resized to 2048 pixels. Descriptors having a norm lower than 0.05 were discarded
since they stem from homogeneous areas. We used multiple bin sizes (4, 10, 16)
and a step size of 10. The descriptors are Hellinger-normalized, similarly to the
RootSIFT descriptors.
Table 3 shows the results for the four different strategies. It reveals that the masked
variant of RootSIFT slightly worsens the results. This might be related to parts where
the segmentation for the mask creation fails. In contrast, the contour-based RootSIFT
and the densely sampled RootSIFT descriptors both surpass the baseline results by a
significant margin. Both achieve similar results of about 17 years MAE. Regarding
the RMSE, PHOW is in favor. Note, however, more keypoints are computed for these
two methods and an order of magnitude more than for the baseline. This effects
the computational costs for the feature extraction (especially for the contour-based
method) and for the encoding step since more descriptors need to be accumulated.
The CS25 draws a picture similar to the MAE and RMSE values. However, figure 4
(top) shows that in ranges below 20 years, the cumulative score of the contour-based
sampling strategy is in favor. Figure 4 (bottom) depicts the error histogram of the
PHOW method. While there are fewer documents outside errors of ±25 years, there
is a clear peak around 0 showing that several documents could be dated very exactly.
Note that the results show a significant (Pearson-)correlation of 92% between the
regression output and the true date (significance level 0.001).
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5 Conclusion
In this work, we have shown that a method originally developed for writer identi-
fication can be transferred to fulfil the task of dating historical manuscripts. The
historical manuscripts we used are not comparable to clean benchmark data, they
are typically digitized in high resolution but contain deficiencies such as holes or
stains. For this reason, we evaluated different strategies to lower the computational
burden by reducing the image size. The results show that, while moderate scaling is
acceptable, the results drop drastically in case of excessive scaling.
We also showed that sampling strategies other than SIFT keypoints improve the
results. Both a dense SIFT variant (PHOW) as well as contour-based sampling surpass
the baseline achieving an MAE of about 17 years and an RMSE of 21 years. However,
the increase in keypoints comes at the cost of an increased computational complexity.
For future research, we would like to expand our studies regarding the feature
sampling. Maybe other keypoint strategies, such as a sparse contour sampling could
decrease the computational cost. Given enough training data, deep learning tech-
niques could also be used for dating handwritten text similar to the work of Li et al.
(2015).
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